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Abstract 

The Doamnei River basin, situated on the southern 

slope of the Făgăraş Massif, is a proper field to study the 

glacial landforms, because it preserves the two types of 

glacial landscape identified by Emm. De Martonne even 

since 1907 for the Meridional Carpathians: the Făgăraş 

glacial landscape (typical alpine landscape) and the 

Borăscu glacial landscape. This paper intends to explain 

some theoretical and practical aspects regarding the 

correct definition and identification of glacial cirques, and 

to provide a glacial typology that includes morphological, 

genetic and topographic criteria. The paper also contains a 

geomorphologic map (the result of a more extensive 

analysis) of the glacial landforms in the Doamnei River 

basin (with 7 glacial complexes, isolated glacial cirques, 

glacio-nival cirques), the periglacial landforms and the 

Borăscu erosion surface. 

Keywords: glacial cirques, typology, morphometry, 

geomorphologic map,  Doamnei River basin, Făgăraş 

Massif 

Rezumat. Caracteristici tipologice şi 
morfometrice ale circurilor glaciare din bazinul 
Râului Doamnei (Masivul Făgăraş).  

Bazinul Râului Doamnei, situat pe versantul sudic al 

Masivului Făgăraş, este un teren adecvat de lucru pentru 

studiul reliefului glaciar, deoarece cuprinde cele două 

tipuri distincte de peisaje glaciare identificate de Emm. De 

Martonne încă din 1907 în Carpaţii Meridionali: peisaj 

glaciar de tip Făgăraş (peisaj alpin tipic) şi peisaj glaciar 

de tip Borăscu. Lucrarea încearcă să lămurească unele 

aspecte teoretice şi practice legate de definirea corectă şi 

identificarea circurilor şi văilor glaciare, oferind o 

tipologie glaciară care include criterii morfologice, 

genetice şi topografice. De asemenea, lucrarea cuprinde şi 

o hartă geomorfologică (rezultat al unei analize mai 

ample) a reliefului glaciar din bazinul Râului Doamnei (cu 

cele 7 complexe glaciare, circuri glaciare izolate, circuri 

glacio-nivale), alături de formele periglaciare şi suprafaţa 

de nivelare Borăscu. 

Cuvinte-cheie: circuri glaciare, tipologie, morfometrie, 

harta geomorfologică, bazinul Râului Doamnei, Masivul 

Făgăraş 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The eastern-central part of the southern side of 

the Făgăraş Massif corresponding to the Doamnei 

River basin (Fig.1) preserves considerable 

fragments of all Carpathian erosion surfaces 

originally combined with relict glacial landforms 

to form a unique and representative landscape of 

the Romanian glaciated mountain areas. 

The mountain basin of the Doamnei River is 

characterized by a typical alpine, subalpine and 

mountainous morphology. The main features of 

this subunit are: prevalence of high hypsometric 

steps (Fig. 1) that exceed 1600m altitude 

(including 4 peaks over 2500m and 18 peaks over 

2400m); high values of landform energy (400-

600m, exceeding 1000m locally for the areas 

adjacent to the glacial valleys); high and steep 

slopes (predominant slopes of and over 30
0
-50

0
); 

high massiveness; well developed river network, 

with a characteristic river density of 2-4 km/ 

sq.km; slopes moderately (W, SE) and well (S, 

SW) exposed to solar radiation. 

Geology is represented by the mesozone 

crystalline rocks (micaschists, gneisses, 

paragneisses and insertions of crystalline limestones 

and especially amphibolites). The lithologic 

complexes are arranged in parallel east-west stripes 

and most of them belong to the Argeş Nappe 

(Cumpăna Unit), except for the main  Făgăraş ridge 

(Fig. 2) that belong to the Moldoveanu Nappe 

(Supragetae Unit).  

The two types of glacial landscape identified by 

Emmanuel De Martonne for the Meridional 

Carpathians even since 1907 have their counterparts 

in the intramontane basin of the Doamnei River. 

The north-western intramontane basin shows a 

typical alpine landscape (glacial landscape of 

Făgăraş type, Fig. 3): alpine ridges and sharp peaks 

that form two distinct gipfelflur (Sârcu, 1958) 

levels, separated by large glacial cirques and 

valleys. The great variety of landforms (sharp ridges 

and arêtes, horns, deep glacial cirques and valleys, 

high and steep glacial thresholds, deep cols, 

truncated spurs, etc.) is controlled by aspect, 

structure and lithology. To the east and south, there 
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is gradual passing to the glacial landscape of 

Borăscu type, with a large extent of the Carpathian 

pediplaine, fragmented from place to place by 

smaller glacial cirques (Fig. 4). In addition the relict 

and actual periglacial landforms, the fluvial, 

structural and lithological landforms occur. 

The glaciers have occupied the heights of the 

Meridional Carpathians since Riss and continued in 

Würm. The most favourable climatic conditions for 

valley glaciers were in Riss, Würm I and Würm III. 

There are questions regarding the number and age of 

the glacial stages that affected the Meridional 

Carpathians (Niculescu, et al. 1960; Niculescu, 1965; 

Nedelcu, 1965; Posea et al., 1974; Reuther et al., 

2004; Urdea, 2004, 2005). Almost all researchers of 

the last century concluded that there were two 

distinct glacial stages: the first glacial stage, older 

and more extended, favored large valley glaciers that 

shaped the mountains at 1050-1300m or 1300-

1450m altitude (according to different authors) and 

some terminal moraines preserved partially; the 

second glacial stage, more recent and shorter than the 

previous, favored glaciers that descended to 1300m 

or 1600-1800m altitude (according to different 

authors) and left better preserved moraines arranged 

in stairs, corresponding to their retreat periods. There 

is still the problem of dating these two glacial stages. 

Most researchers accept either a Riss stage and a 

Würm stage with three periods, or one Würm stage 

with four periods. 

 

 
Fig. 1 The location of the studied area: the mountain basin of  Doamnei River – area with relict glacial landforms 

 

DATA AND METHODS 

The identification of the 36 glacial cirques in 

Doamnei River basin (Fig. 5) is based on: 

- the existing topographic maps (scale 1:25000, 

editions I, II, 1982-1983); 

- the digital maps made in the programs 

ArcView GIS 9 and CorelDraw 11 (starting 

from the above mentioned topographic maps); 

- the comparison of the digital maps with a 

satellite image LANDSAT ETM+2000, made 

at 705 km height on April 15, 1999; 

- the existing references (Nedelcu, 1959; 1962); 

- the field observations, surveys and photographs 

made in 2001-2006. 
 

DISCUSSIONS 
 

Glacial cirque operational definition, 

identification and delimitation in the basin of 

Doamnei River 

The glacial cirque - căldare, zănoagă, hârtop 

(Romanian), cirque (French), corrie (Scotch), cwm 

(Welsh), kar (German), nisch (Swedish), oule (in 

the Pyrenees), botn and kjedel (Scandinavia) – is 

well known to be the most characteristic form of 
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glacial erosion. Therefore it is important to start 

from a unanimously accepted definition of the 

glacial cirque and its distinct morphologic elements, 

and to find an accurate method of glacial cirque 

identification and delimitation. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The geological map of the mountain basin of Doamnei River

1
 (with representative rock samples) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Alpine landscape (of Făgăraş type) in Doamnei River basin: Valea Rea glacial complex 

 

                                                      
1 This geological map is the result of a complex study that involved field research and reference study (Balintoni et al., 

1986; Codarcea, Stancu, 1968; Gheuca, 1988; Pană, 1990; Harta geologică a R.S.R., scara 1:200000, foaia 92 c Sibiu, 

1975; Harta geologică a R.S.R., scara 1:50000, foaia 109 c Cumpăna, 1985). 

Cozia ocular 
gneiss (the basin 
of Doamnei River, 
Făgăraş Massif)  

Characteristic rocks of Cumpăna formation: 
Cumpăna linear gneisses with biotite (left, 
center) and muscovite (right) 

Characteristic rocks of Suru formation from the upper 
basin of Valea Rea: micaschist with garnet and feldspar 
(Valea Rea glacial cirque), micaschist (Gălăşescu Mare 
cirque), gnais amphfibolic (Viştea Mare Peak), crystalline 
limestone (Galbena Peak), amphibolite (Valea Rea glacial 
cirque and valley) 
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Fig. 4. Landscape with glacial cirques (of Borăscu type) in Doamnei River basin: Hârtoapele Leaotei glacial complex 

 

There have been many definitions of the glacial 

cirque, but the definition accepted by most 

geomorphologists was formulated by I.S.Evans and 

N.Cox in 1974: „A cirque is a hollow, open 

downstream but bounded upstream by the crest of a 

steep slope (headwall) which is arcuate in plan 

around a gentler sloping floor. It is glacial if the 

floor has been affected by glacial erosion while part 

of the headwall has developed subaerally, and a 

drainage divide was located sufficiently close to the 

top of the headwall (the cirque crest) for little or 

none of the ice that fashioned the cirque to have 

flowed in from outside”. Generally, the headwall 

slope exceeds 35
0
, and the floor slope is lower than 

20
0
. The floor slope is lower than the slopes of the 

upstream headwall or the downstream threshold. 

In most cases, the glacial cirque is made up of a 

rounded basin, partially closed by steep walls, that 

sometimes holds a small lake or cirque glacier 

(Embleton and Hamann, 1988). In 1976, A.S. 

Trenhaile defined a mature cirque as “one with an 

arcuate plan shape, a steep headwall, a gently 

sloping floor, and a raised lip”. 

A glacial cirque has three distinct morphologic 

elements: the headwall, arcuate in plan, the glacial 

floor or basin, often concave, and the glacial 

threshold. These elements help distinguish the 

glacial cirques among other landforms of 

amphitheatre shape (torrential basins, landslide 

scarp, etc.). Though cirque sizes vary, the 

proportions of well developed (mature) cirques are 

similar enough at first sight to recognize them 

(Embleton and Hamann, 1988). Comparing the 

results of glacial cirque research from different 

regions of the world, Derbyshire and Evans (1976) 

concluded that a common glacial cirque would have 

700m in length, 250m in width, an area of 0.4 

sq.km, an average slope of 20
0
-30

0
 (average slope 

above 45
0
 or below 12

0
 should be considered 

suspicious, as they do not provide conditions of 

rotational ice flow). 

The 36 glacial cirques we identified in the 

studied area have distinct characteristics due mainly 

to the influence of preglacial landforms and aspect, 

and less local tectonics, structure and lithology. 

They are grouped in glacial complexes at the 

springs of Doamnei River and its tributaries: Valea 

Rea, Pojarna, Bândea, Dara, Leaota, Zârna, Brătila, 

to which there are added some additional isolated 

cirques. The geomorphologic map (Fig. 6) shows 

the glacial landforms in the Doamnei River basin, 

with 7 glacial complexes, isolated glacial cirques, as 

well as nival cirques, periglacial landforms and 

fragments of the Borăscu erosion surface. 

 

Glacial cirque classification in the basin of 

Doamnei River 

The geomorphologic refereces provide different 

classifications of the glacial cirques: 

 according to the genetic criterion and the 

glacier type (Evans and Cox, 1974); 

 according to the size category, Evans and Cox 

(1974) introduced a classification similar to the 

hydrographic basins, with maximum 3 classes; 

 according to the qualitative criterion, meaning 

the development degree of a cirque, Trenhaile 

(1976) distinguished between mature and immature 

cirques. We consider mature cirques those with well 

defined headwalls, extended floor of low slope, 

formed by the coalescence of more lobes and 

having sometimes more steps (for examples the 

Valea Rea, Buduri, Galbena, Bândea, Hârtoape, 
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Lacul Roşu, Zârna, Jgheburoasa, Scărişoara Mare 

cirques). The immature cirques have less defined 

elements, a relative uniform slope crest – headwall 

– floor; the floor is small, but it has a lower slope. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Glacial cirque identification using the topographic map (A), a satellite image LANDSAT ETM+ (B), 

the digital model (C) and cirque delimitation (D) 

 

 They are located laterally and hang above a 

major glacial valley, just below the Borăscu erosion 

surface (for examples the Ludişor Sud, Jgheburoasa 

Sud, Boureţu, Dara Est, Bândea Vest, Mutătoarea 

Sud, Mocanul cirques). In the case of the Doamnei 

River basin, one may add another cirque category of 

intermediate development stage, with one or two 

steps less defined and intermediate sizes compared 

to the first mentioned two categories (for examples 

the Scărişoara Mică, Tăiat, Maliţa, Gălăşescu Mare, 

Dara West, Brătila cirques), a fact proven by the 

morphologic analysis herein; 
 according to the cirque general form, L. 

Vilborg (1977) classified these glacial landforms 

into well developed cirques, less developed cirques, 

shallowed cirques and destroyed cirques; 

 according to the genetic criterion 

combined with that of cirque location in 

relation to major valleys, A.S. Trenhaile (1976) 

found the groupings: valley-head cirques 

(simple or twinned), valley-head complexes 

(simple or twinned), valley-side cirques 

(simple, twinned or valley-side complexes), 

isolated cirques (simple, twinned or isolated 

cirque complexes), and in addition nivation 

hollows and mass movement hollows;  
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Fig. 6. The Doamnei River basin: the map of glacial and periglacial landforms
2
 

                                                      
2 This geomorphological map is the result of a more complex study that involved field research and the existing reference study (Barco, Nedelcu, 1974; Coteţ, 

Nedelcu, 1976; Evans, 1969, 1977; Grigore 1979; Ielenicz, 2004; Popescu, Ielenicz, 1981; Popescu, 1984; Posea, Grigore, Popescu, Ielenicz, 1974; Posea, Popescu, 

Ielenicz, Grigore, 1987; Simoni, 2005, 2008; Simoni, Flueraru, 2006; Sîrcu, 1958; Summerfield, 1994; Monografia geografică a R.P.R., 1960; Enciclopedia 
geografică a României, 1982; Geografia României, 1983, 1987; Geomorphology: Critical Concepts in Geography, vol.IV. Glacial Geomorphology, 2004). 
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 according to the form in plan, probably 

the most important characteristic of the glacial 

cirque, Gh. Niculescu (1965) and other 

geographers (Nedelcu, 1965; Posea et al., 1974; 

Urdea, 2000, 2005; Toma, 2001) established the 

following cirque types, characteristic of the 

Romanian Carpathians: 

- simple cirque, with moderate sizes, well 

defined elements (floor, headwall, threshold), 

semicircular contour, no steps. Examples of such 

simple cirques in the Doamnei River basin are: 

the Zbuciumatu, Cheia Bândei, Bândea Vest, 

Brătilei cirques, Pojarna, Lineaţ, Maliţa, Boureţu 

cirques; 

- elongated cirque, an intermediate cirque-

valley form, widely open toward the glacial 

valley, and its length at least one and a half 

higher than its width (Niculescu, 1965). In the 

Doamnei River basin, most elongated glacial 

cirques have steps (twinned elongated cirques) 

and the last threshold toward the glacial valley is 

the highest: Roşu, Gălăşescu Mare, Gălăşescu 

Mic, Dara West, Zârna, Jgheburoasa Sud, Faţa 

Unsă, Ludişor Sud, Scărişoara Mică, Mutătoarea 

North and Mutătoarea South; 

- complex/ compound/ conjugated cirque, 

made up by the joint of two or more lobes, 

separated by small crests, and therefore having a 

festooned contour. In the studied area, these 

cirques would belong to the category of mature 

cirques, well developed, with steps (twinned), 

having large sizes: Valea Rea, Buduri, Galbena, 

Dara, Hârtoape, Roşu Lake, Jgheburoasa, 

Ludişor, Scărişoara Mare, Tăiat; 

- „cirque in cirque” type has the headwall 

festooned by smaller cirques of nivation hollow 

aspect. These smaller cirques have small floor, 

but all converge to the floor of the “mother” 

cirque which is larger, located at a lower altitude 

and bounded by a headwall actually representing 

the thresholds of the smaller hanging cirques. The 

only example in the studied area is Bândea glacial 

cirque; 

- glacial complexes/ cirque complexes 

represent a grouping of different types of glacial 

cirques (simple, elongated, complex), with 

different locations in relation to major valley 

(valley-head, valley-side), separated by crests, 

ridges, peaks, all situated at the origin of a major 

glacial valley. The following glacial complexes 

developed in Doamnei River basin: Valea Rea, 

Bândea, Dara, Leaota, Zârna-Ludişor and Pojarna 

(detailed analysed in my PhD thesis).  

Other glacial cirque classifications (Nedelcu, 

1959; Niculescu et al., 1960; Velcea, 1961; 

Urdea, 2000; Toma, 2001) are based on other 

qualitative criteria: 

 the relation with the structure: 

consequent, obsequent and subsequent cirques; 

 the cirque aspect; 

 the cirque form in the long profile: 

twinned cirques (with steps) and simple cirques 

(without steps). There are many causes of cirque 

step formation: the change/ lift of snow limit 

(Taylor, 1914, quoted by Embleton and King, 

1975), the intermittent lift of mountain area (Fels, 

1929, quoted by Embleton and King, 1975), the 

simultaneous formation by ice joint between 

cirques located at different altitudes (Cotton, 

1942, quoted by Embleton and King, 1975), the 

existence of more glaciations of different 

magnitudes (Seddon, 1957, quoted by Embleton 

and King, 1975); 

 the shape of the cross profile: 

symmetrical and assymmentrical cirques. 

These classifications correspond, or may be 

applied to the regions the respective studies were 

performed. Therefore, for a better 

characterization of the glacial cirques in the 

studied area, we tried to combine these 

classifications within a taxonomic system that 

includes suitable morphologic, genetic and 

topographic criteria (Table 1). 

The advantage of this classification resides in 

the combination of many classification criteria, so 

that anyone looking such table may state a few 

general, but important characteristics of a glacial 

cirque. For example, Roşu glacial cirque belongs 

to Valea Rea glacial complex, is located valley-

side to the homonymous glacial valley, elongated, 

twinned (with steps), symmetric and subsequent. 

The morphometric characteristics and correlations 

add details to these general characteristics. 

 
Glacial cirque morphometry 

The detailed morphometric analysis (including the 

morphometric correlations) of the 36 glacial 

cirques in Doamnei River basin aims at stating 

some conclusions regarding the distribution, 

genesis, shape and size of glacial cirque population 

(Table 2). 
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Table 1 

Glacial cirque classification in Doamnei River basin 

Classification criteria 

Location in 

relation to 

major glacial 

valley 

Form in plan 
Shape of long 

profile 

Shape of 

cross 

profile 

Relation to 

structure 

Glacial 
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Cirque name 
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u
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Valea 

Rea 

Valea Rea *  *    *   *  *  

Buduri  * *    *  *  *   

Roşu  *   *  *   *  *  

Galbena  * *    *   *  *  

Zbuciumatu  *    *  * *    * 

Bândea 

Bândea *   *   *   *  *  

Cheia Bândea  *    *  * *  *   

Bândea West  *    * *   *  *  

Gălăşescu Mare  *   *  *  *  *   

Gălăşescu Mic  *   *   * *  *   

Dara 

Dara *  *    *  *  *   

Dara West  *   *  *   *  *  

Dara East  *   *   *  *  *  

Leaota 
Hârtoape *  *    *   *  *  

Lacul Roşu  * *    *   *  *  

Zârna - 

Ludişor 

Zârna *    *  *   *  *  

Jgheburoasa  * *    *   *  *  

Jgheburoasa S.  *   *  *   *  *  

Faţa Unsă  *   *   *  *  *  

Ludişor  * *    *   * *   

Ludişor South 1  *   *   *  *  *  

Ludişor South 2  *   *   *  *  *  

Brătila 

Brătila *     *  * *  *   

Brătila South 1  *    *  *  *  *  

Brătila South 2  *    *  *  *  *  

Pojarna 

Pojarna *     * *  *  *   

Scărişoara Mare  * *    *   *  *  

Scărişoara Mică  *   *  *   *  *  

Mutătoarea N.  *   *  *   *  *  

Mutătoarea S.  *   *   *  *  *  

Isolated 

cirques 

Tăiat   *    *   *  *  

Lineaţ      *  *  *  *  

Mocanul      *  *  *  *  

Maliţa      * *  *  *   

Boureţu West      *  * *  *   

Boureţu East      *  * *  *   

 
The glacial cirque morphometry was analysed in 

order to: 

- identify the glacial cirques and differentiate 

them among other landforms (nival cirques, 

nival niches, torrential basins, etc.); 

- establish their sizes and shapes; 

- find relations between glacial cirque size and 

shape; 

- establish the importance of different parameters 

of glacial cirque size, shape and localtion; 

- design models of glacial cirque development in 

a certain area and/ or glacial complex. 

 

Figure 7 shows the main lines that define a 

glacial cirque. It is more difficult is to map correctly 

the cirque limit or the cirque crest on the 

topographic maps; one should consider that the 

upper headwall evolved under supraglacial 

conditions, and this contour line includes all the 

contour lines widely concave toward the cirque, of 

circular shape, having a steep wall upstream 

(headwall). In case a cirque is directly cut in the 

Borăscu erosion surface, the delimitation is simple, 

as the steep headwall is easily observed (e.g. 
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Jgheburoasa, Maliţa cirques, etc.). But there are 

many cases (especially the glacial cirques located 

below the Făgăraş main ridge) where above the 

upper cirque limit there are sharp ridges and 

pyramidal peaks representing fragments of a relief 

older than the glacial one, although they were 

eroded during the glacial periods under supraglacial 

periglacial conditions and it is a mistake to include 

them within the glacial cirques. Therefore it is 

important to combine field observations with 

satellite images, digital maps and topographic maps 

in order to map correctly the separation line 

between the cirque headwall and the steep slope of 

the ridge or pyramidal peak above. 

Secondly, one should trace a separation line 

between cirque floor and headwall. The secondary 

thresholds within the cirque are considered part of 

the floor. The ideal floor gradient is below 200, 

while the ideal headwall gradient exceeds 350, and 

the limit between them should be traced at about 

270 (Evans and Cox, 1995). 

Figure 7 and Table 3 show the main lines and 

elements that define a glacial cirque, while Table 2 

shows the 26 morphometric parameters calculated 

and analysed for the 36 glacial cirques in the 

studied basin. The morphometric parameters 

introduced by I.S.Evans and N.Cox in 1995 are 

generally used in such studies. We added other 

parameters that we consider important for a better 

morphometric characterization of the glacial cirques 

(Table 2). 

Table 2 

The morphometric parameters of a glacial cirque 

No. Morphometric parameter
 3
 

Unit of 

measurement 
Method of calculation Category 

V1 Lowest floor altitude (lowalt) m  

altitudes 

V2 Medium floor altitude (flooralt) m (V3 + V1) / 2 

V3 Maximum floor altitude (maxflalt) m  

V4 Crest altitude on median axis (medcralt) m  

V5 Median cirque altitude (medalt) m (V4 + V1) / 2 

V6 Maximum crest altitude (maxcralt) m  

V7 Maximum above, within area draining into 

cirque (maxabalt) 

m  

V8 Height on median axis (H) m V4 – V1 

sizes 

V9 Maximum floor amplitude (maxflampl) m V3 – V1 

V10 Length of median axis, crest to threshold (L) m  

V11 Maximum width perpendicular to the median axis 

(W) 

m  

V12 Headwall height crest to floor, on the median 

axis (wallht) 

m V4 – V3 

V13 Width/ length ratio (widlen)  V11 / V10 

V14 Length/ width ratio (lenwid)  V10 / V11 

V15 Length/ height ratio (lenH)  V10 / V8 

V16 Perimeter (P) m  

V17 Floor area (flS) km
2 

 

V18 Cirque area (S) km
2
  

V19 Relative size km V18 / V8 

V20 Main size km
3
 2 · V18 · V8 / 3 (measured) 

π · V10· V11·V8 / 6 (calculated) 

V21 Circularity index (CI)  4 π · V18 / V16
 2 

V22 Aspect of median axis (axgrad) degrees  
aspects 

V23 Relative aspect   

V24 Axial gradient (axgrad) degrees arc sin (V8/ V10)  

slopes V25 Medium floor gradient (medflgrad) degrees arc sin (V9/ L floor) 

V26 Medium wall gradient (medwallgrad) degrees arc sin (V12/ L headwall) 

 

                                                      
3
 The letter symbols of the morpfometric parameters are those introduced by Evans, Cox, in 1995. 
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Fig. 7. The main lines that define a glacial cirque (e.g. Valea Rea glacial cirque)  

 

Table 3 

The morphometric parameters that define a glacial cirque (e.g. Valea Rea glacial cirque) 

No. 

Morphometric 

parameter 
Value 

No. 

Morphometric 

parameter 
Value 

No. 

Morphometric 

 parameter 

Value 

V1 lowalt  2000 m V11 W 1125 m V21 CI 0.73 

V2 flooralt 2125 m V12 wallht 140 m V22 axgrad 110
0 

V3 maxflalt 2250 m V13 widlen 0.75 V23 exp  E 

V4 medcralt 2350 m V14 lenwid 1.33 V24 axgrad 13
0 

V5 medalt 2175 m V15 lenH 4.28 V25 medflgrad 9.5
0 

V6 maxcralt 2350 m V16 P 4475 m V26 medwallgrad 38
0 

V7 maxabalt 2544 m V17 flS 0.60 km
2 

V27 
overdeepening hollow 

with lake/ lakes 
* 

V8 H 350 m V18 S 1.17 km
2
 V28 

overdeepening hollow 

with bog/ bogs 
* 

V9 maxflampl 250 m V19 relsize 3.34 km    

V10 L 1500 m V20 V 0.29 km
3
   

 

 
The morphometric parameters of the glacial 

cirques seem to vary within certain limits and 

average values for most areas studied by now. A 

glacial cirque is a landform that allows a very 

efficient ice flow and therefore the mature cirques 

tend to similar forms and sizes, similar and constant 

size ratios, no matter their locations. The 

differences are caused by local factors (topography, 

climate – the duration and intensity of the frost 

period(s), structure, lithology, tectonics). Therefore 

we analized each morphometric parameter, 

considering its medium and extreme (minimum and 

maximum) values, and explaining each situation 

(general rule, exceptions, influencing factors and 

comparisons with the entire Făgăraş Massif and, if 

possible, with other mountain regions studied by 

other researchers). 

The morphometric analysis of the glacial cirques 

in Doamnei River basin
4
 provided interesting 

conclusions regarding the distribution, genesis, 

form and size of cirque population. All types of 

glacial cirques developed here, from the point of 

view of form in plan (simple, elongated, complex, 

cirque in cirque), shape of long profile (simple, 

twinned/ with steps), location in relation to the 

                                                      
4
 A detailed analysis of the glacial cirques in Doamnei 

River basin is the subject of a future paper. 
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major glacial valley (valley-head, valley-side), 

affiliation to a glacial valley (glacial complexes/ 

cirque complexes, isolated cirques). From the point 

of view of cirque sizes (length, width, perimeter, 

area, volume/ main size), all cirque categories 

(large, medium/ common – lightly more numerous, 

and small) are equally represented in the studied 

basin. 

Large glacial complexes, with well developed or 

mature cirques (large sizes, large floors of low 

gradient, evident headwalls, impressive glacial 

thresholds) developed under the main ridge 

(corresponding to the studied basin) of the Făgăraş 

Mountains. Under the secondary ridges (cut in the 

fragments of the Borăscu erosion surface, or on 

sheltered slopes), there are either valley-side (often 

hanging) or isolated glacial cirques; in both cases, 

these cirques have less developed elements (smaller 

size, small floor with higher gradient, smaller 

thresholds) and therefore belong to the immature 

cirque category. 

Most morphometric parameters show the 

difference between very large and well developed 

cirques (Galbena, Valea Rea, Buduri, Bândea, Dara, 

Hârtoape, Lacul Roşu, Zârna, Ludişor), large and 

developed cirques (Roşu, Gălăşescu Mare, 

Jgheburoasa, Brătila, Pojarna, Scărişoara Mare and 

Mică, Tăiat, Maliţa), an intermediate category 

(Zbuciumatu, Gălăşescu Mic, Bândea West, Faţa 

Unsă, Mutătoarea Nord, Lineaţ), and small and 

immature cirques (Boureţu cirques, Brătila South 

cirques, Ludişor South, Mutătoarea South, 

Mocanul, Lineaţ, Cheia Bândei, Dara East, 

Jgheburoasa South). 

The glacial cirques decrease in altitude (lowest, 

medium and maximum floor altitudes, medium 

cirque altitudes) and sizes (length, width, area) from 

west to east and from north to south, as the altitude, 

massiveness and landform energy of this part of the 

Făgăraş Mountains (corresponding to the Doamnei 

River basin) decrease. The number, distribution, 

size and shape of the glacial cirques are generally 

influenced by their location – altitude, distance to 

the main ridge, and aspect – on a mountain side. 

The morphometric indicators of glacial cirque 

altitude decrease from north to south and form west 

to east (as mentioned above) and vary between the 

following values: 

- the lowest floor altitude (V1 lowalt) measured 

at the rim of the glacial threshold varies between 

1800m and 2000m for most studied cirques; 

- the medium floor altitude (V2 flooralt) records 

1950-2150m for most cirques; 

- the maximum floor altitude (V3 maxflalt) 

records 2050-2250m for most cirques; 

- the medium cirque altitude (V5 medalt) varies 

between 2120m and 2300m for the Valea Rea, 

Bândea, Dara, Leaota glacial complexes and 1980-

2110m for the other cirques located in the eastern or 

southern glaciated area.  

The analysis of cirque area (V18 perhaps the 

most relevant size morphometric parameter of such 

landform) provides eloquent conclusions on cirque 

population in Doamnei River basin. 11 large cirques 

(with areas above 0.8 km
2
, out of which 5 cirques 

exceed 1 km
2
), 14 medium cirques (with areas of 

0.4-0.8 km
2
), and 11 small cirques (with areas of 

0.16-0.4 km
2
) developed here. 

The circularity index (V21) characterized the 

form in plan of the glacial cirques and records 0.6-0.8 

for most studied cirques. The values close to 1 

characterize 5 glacial cirques with round and regular 

contours, while the values lower than 0.6 (0.26-0.59) 

are specific either to some very elongated cirques (3 

such cases), or to some cirques with a very festooned 

or irregular contours (5 cases). 

The main size of developed cirques varies 

between 0.2 and 0.3km
3
, and in case of smaller and 

less developed cirques under 0.1 km
3
. Those glacial 

cirques developed in similar genetic conditions (the 

same glacial complex, similar location on the same 

slope, similar aspect, lithology and structure) have 

proximate values of their main sizes.  

The number, shape, size and altitude of the glacial 

cirques are in most cases influenced by their location 

and aspect on a mountain side. In Doamnei River 

basin, the eastern and north-eastern aspects provided 

the most favourable conditions for glacier 

development, a fact proven by many researchers for 

other mountain regions in Romania or Northern 

Hemisphere (Fig. 8). The southern and south-eastern 

aspects are also numerous for the studied cirques, but 

they are dictated by the local topography, the aspect 

of ridges and preglacial valleys, and probably the 

existence of some nivation hollows on the southern 

slopes (favoured by a greater extent of the freeze-

thaw phenomena).  

Glacial cirque distribution in Doamnei River 

basin was definitely influenced by aspect. 

Considering the topography (the east-west main ridge 

or the north-south secondary ridges) and aspect of 

present and preglacial valleys, most glacial cirques 

face east (14 cirques), south (7 cirques) and south-

east (5 cirques); the south-west and west aspects 

provided improper conditions for glacier 

development, while the north-west and west aspects 

were limited by topography (Fig. 9, Table 4). The 

largest glacial cirques developed in sheltered areas, 

generally under eastern, north-eastern and south-

eastern slopes of some high peaks or ridges. 
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In the case of medium cirque gradients, they 

register values between 12
0
 and 30

0
, integrating in 

the range providing rotational ice flow, established 

by certain researchers.  

The morphometric parameters of the glacial cirques 

correlate positively or negatively, or do no correlate 

at all. The method used for such analysis was the 

linear regression on scatter diagrams (Simoni, 

2007), resulting in some relations between the form 

and shape of the glacial cirques. 
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Fig. 8. Glacial cirque aspect in Doamnei River basin 
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Fig. 9. Medium floor altitude in relation to the glacial cirque aspect  

in Doamnei River basin 

Table 4 
Average values of some morphometric parameters in relation to aspect classes 

Aspect class N NE E SE S SW W NW 

Number of cirques 0 3 14 5 7 3 2 2 

Average medium floor altitude (m) - 2047 2094 2077 2091 2105 2150 2142 

Average floor area (km
2
) - 0.44 0.33 0.29 0.24 0.29 0.13 0.39 

Average cirque area (km
2
) - 0.78 0.68 0.55 0.60 0.70 0.39 0.92 

Average cirque main size / volume (km
3
) - 0.14 0.22 0.11 0.14 0.23 0.05 0.32 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Doamnei River corresponds to the eastern-

central part of the southern side of the Făgăraş 

Massif and preserves a great variety and complexity 

of landforms, ranged in tiers from north to south, as  

 

 

age and altitude decrease: relict erosion and glacial 

relief, periglacial relief, fluvial relief, and additional 

structural and petrographic landforms. 

The landscape is unique and also representative 

for the Romanian (de)glaciated mountain areas, 
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because it preserves considerable fragments of all 

Carpathian erosion levels and surfaces, originally 

combined with relict glacial landforms. The north-

west mountain basin shows a typical alpine 

landscape (glacial landscape of Făgăraş type): 

alpine ridges and sharp peaks that form two distinct 

gipfelflur levels, separated by large glacial cirques 

and valleys, of great complexity dictated by aspect, 

structure and lithology. To the east and south, there 

is gradual passing to the glacial landscape of 

Borăscu type, with a large extent of the Carpathian 

pediplaine, fragmented from place to place by 

smaller glacial cirques. 

This paper intends to explain some theoretical 

and practical aspects regarding the correct definition  

and identification of glacial cirques, and to provide 

a glacial typology that includes morphological, 

genetic and topographic criteria. Large glacial 

complexes, with well developed or mature cirques 

(large sizes, large floors of low gradient, evident 

headwalls, impressive glacial thresholds) developed 

under the main ridge (corresponding to the studied 

basin) of the Făgăraş Mountains. Under the 

secondary ridges (cut in the fragments of the 

Borăscu erosion surface, or on sheltered slopes), 

there are either valley-side (often hanging), or 

isolated glacial cirques; in both cases, these cirques 

have less developed elements (smaller sizes, small 

floors with higher gradients, smaller thresholds) and 

therefore belong to the immature cirque category. 

The glacial cirques decrease in altitude (lowest, 

medium and maximum floor altitudes, medium 

cirque altitudes) and sizes (length, width, area) from 

west to east and from north to south, as the altitude, 

massiveness and landform energy of this part of the 

Făgăraş Mountains (corresponding to the Doamnei 

River basin) decrease. The number, distribution, 

size and shape of the glacial cirques are generally 

influenced by their location – altitude, distance to 

the main ridge, and aspect – on a mountain side. 

The morphometric analysis of the glacial cirques 

in Doamnei River basin provided interesting 

conclusions regarding the distribution, genesis, 

form and size of cirque population. All types of 

glacial cirques developed here, from the point of 

view of form in plan (simple, elongated, complex, 

cirque in cirque), shape of long profile (simple, 

twined/ with steps), location in relation to the major 

glacial valley (valley-head, valley-side), affiliation 

to a glacial valley (glacial complexes/ cirque 

complexes, isolated cirques). From the point of 

view of cirque sizes (length, width, perimeter, area, 

volume/ main size), all cirque categories (large, 

medium/ common – lightly more numerous, and 

small) are equally represented in the studied basin. 

The geomorphologic map (the result of a more 

extensive analysis) of Doamnei River mountain 

basin shows a synthesis of the glacial landforms 

(with 7 glacial complexes, isolated glacial cirques, 

glacio-nival cirques), as well as the periglacial 

landforms and the Borăscu erosion surface. 
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